Payroll Tax Train Wreck
Resolving Your Client’s Payroll Tax Nightmare
Eric L. Green, Esq.
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About Tax Rep LLC
Tax Rep is a member driven community that helps each other build
their representation practice and help taxpayers, with members
being able to do so knowing they are not practicing on their own
but have other accountants and attorneys backing them up.
If you are interested in joining (and getting today’s program for
free) you can join Tax Rep at www.TaxRepLLC.com, use
TAXREPNOW to save $100 a month for 3 months and start building
your practice today!
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Eric Green, Esq.


Managing partner in Green & Sklarz LLC, a boutique tax
firm with offices in Connecticut and New York.



Focus is civil and criminal taxpayer representation before
the Department of Justice Tax Division, Internal Revenue
Service and state Departments of Revenue Services.



Has served as a columnist for CCH’s Journal of Practice &
Procedure.



Attorney Green is the past Chair of the Executive
Committee of the Connecticut Bar Association’s Tax
Section.



Eric is a Fellow of the American College of Tax Counsel
(“ACTC”).
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Eric Green, Esq.


Eric is the host of the weekly Tax Rep Network Podcast, available in
ITunes, Apple Podcasts and Google Podcasts



Eric is the founder of Tax Rep Network, an online community
designed to help tax professionals build their IRS Representation
Practice



He is the author of the Accountant’s Guide to IRS Collection, the
Accountant’s Guide to Resolving Tax Issues, and the Accountant’s
Guide to Resolving Payroll Taxes and Personal Liability
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Today’s Program


4 hours



Coffee/Bathroom breaks at the
top of each hour



Try and stay on schedule with
us for ce/cpe reasons
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QUICK BREAK
We will resume the
program in a moment.
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CE/CPE


16 Attendance Check Words



Write them down



Get link at the end for claiming your certificate
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Numbers still consistent – 70%
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Company Survival Rates
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2019 Numbers
Employment taxes:
Civil penalties, total
Accuracy
Bad check
Delinquency
Estimated tax
Failure to pay
Federal tax deposits
Fraud
Other

Number
4,921,398
1,452
297,391
783,233
8,536
2,631,271
1,199,118
195
202

Amount ($)
4,836,680,000
9,525,000
59,019,000
806,982,000
18,576,000
956,288,000
2,975,245,000
5,486,000
5,559,000
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IRS is making enormous use of Data Analytics



IRS Collections



Payroll Tax Cases



Non‐Filers



Evasion (Liability and Payment)
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Sources of Data


FATCA



John Doe Summonses



Algorithms



Interconnected Databases



Social Media
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A Word on Social Media


Tell your clients to shut up on their social media



Deleting the accounts would be even better



Client’s post everything about their life



IRS is reading it



Nothing is ever truly gone
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Payroll Taxes & Personal Liability


Person includes “an officer or employee of a corporation, or a member or
employee of a partnership, who as such officer, employee, or member is
under a duty to perform the act in respect of which the violation of occurs.”
26 USC 671(b); 7343



A person is responsible for collecting, accounting for, and paying over if he or
she has “the authority required to exercise significant control over the
employer’s financial affairs, regardless of whether such control was
exercised.” United States v. Jones, 33 F.3d 1137, 1139 (9th Cir. 1994)
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Employment Tax Collections


Over 90% of all U.S. revenue comes from IRS tax administration and
enforcement efforts



Employment taxes, withheld in trust by employers, constitute over 70% of all
revenue collected by the IRS



Gross Employment Tax Gap (2011‐2013): $81B



Net Employment Tax Gap (2011‐2013): $77B
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What Happens to the Employees?


If Employers fail to withhold (i.e., treating workers as independent contractors
or paying under the table), employees will not receive credit for earnings to
employees’ Social Security account



If Employers withhold but fail to pay over, employees WILL receive credit for
earnings and withholdings
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Getting Ahead of the Issue




FTD Alert X Coded Pilot


Tests whether accelerating the timing of alerts increases impact and
identifies which taxpayers benefit most from alerts



Implementation: April, 2015

EFTPS Early Alerts


Modifies the FTD payment platform to create a near real‐time system to
identify variances in FTDs that will enable/expand treatment streams



Implementation: 2019
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Goals


Expand early interaction program, educate taxpayers and
modify taxpayer behavior to enhance compliance



Improve collection case selection and assignment



Enable data‐driven decisions regarding taxpayer contacts
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Outsourced Payroll


Many companies outsource payroll

In rare
instances
use of a
third-party
payer can
expose a
business to
risk of:

Payroll tax fraud
Late or unfiled tax returns
Underreported tax liabilities
Late or undeposited tax payments
Limited notification if a problem arises
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AccuPay


AccuPay, Inc. which provided payroll and payroll tax services to small and
medium businesses. While AccuPay falsely represented to its clients that it
paid all of the taxes owed, in fact, Beverly Carden diverted a large portion
of those funds to a personal bank account for her personal use. Carden
admits that the amount of loss reasonably foreseeable to her arising from
this scheme is between $380,000 and $600,000.



U.S. District Judge Marvin J. Garbis sentenced AccuPay Inc. owners Kevin
Carden, 56, to six years in federal prison and his wife, Beverly Carden, 54,
to five years in federal prison.
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First Priority Pay
Hoboken-based payroll company that went out of business after
two employees embezzled nearly $600,000 of clients' funds
Sentenced to 27 months in prison and three years supervised
release, including drug testing, for tax evasion.
Has agreed to pay $833,000 in unpaid taxes and penalties to the
Internal Revenue Service
Eric Green helped with this case
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Financial Fraud Enforcement Task Force (FFETF)
More than 20 federal agencies, 94 U.S. attorneys’ offices and state and
local partners, it’s the broadest coalition of law enforcement,
investigatory and regulatory agencies ever assembled to combat fraud.
Since the inception of FFETF in November 2009, the Justice Department
has filed more than 12,841 financial fraud cases against nearly 18,737
defendants including nearly 3,500 mortgage fraud defendants.
For more information on the task force, visit www.stopfraud.gov.
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Initiatives to Mitigate Risk


Creation of Form 14157, Return
Preparer Complaint


Used by taxpayers to report
suspected fraudulent activity
and abusive tax schemes



Federal Tax Deposit Alerts



Trust Fund Recovery Penalty ‐
IRC § 6672



Early Interaction initiatives
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Mitigating the Damage
Levy of bank accounts, receivables
Seizure of property
Disqualified Employment Tax Levy (DETL)
Trust Fund Recovery Penalty (IRC 6672)
Suits for Injunctive Relief
Criminal Referrals
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The View from Dept of Justice


DOJ Views this as little more
than theft



Increased criminal
enforcement



Increased injunction activity
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So Why Payroll Tax Cases?


Number one reason small businesses get into trouble



Need is massive



Involved cases (entity, owners/responsible parties, etc)



Lucrative (entity, individuals, federal and state issues)



Average fee for our tax rep members? Just over $15,500!
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Two Sides of Payroll


Fiduciary – what is
withheld, referred to
as trust Funds



Employer Match of
FICA and the FUTA
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IRC § 6672
IRC §6672 allows the Internal Revenue
Service to recover “trust funds” withheld
from employee’s pay from “any person
required to collect, truthfully account for
and pay over any tax imposed” and “who
willfully fails to collect such tax or
truthfully account for and pay over such
tax, or willfully attempts in any manner to
evade or defeat any such tax or the
payment thereof”
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Trust Funds


The employer is deemed
to be holding these funds
in trust for the U.S.
Government



The penalty is a 100%
penalty
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Payroll Tax Enforcement Process


Employer fails to pay and/or file



Compliance is required



Company is assessed for taxes, interest and penalties



If company pays, case is closed



Company cannot full pay (IA or CNC), TFRP investigated



Collection proceeds against the company
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Payroll Tax Enforcement Process


Responsible people assessed (Letter 1153)



Responsible people sign waiver (Form 2751), file protest,
or do nothing



Unless the protest is filed within 60 days, personal
assessments become final



Collection now proceeds against individuals
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Who Can Be Responsible?


Sole Proprietors



Partners



Bookkeepers



Lenders/creditors



Accounting firms



Parent companies



Purchasing companies
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Responsible People


The term “responsible person” is broad and
encompassing anyone responsible for collecting,
accounting and paying over taxes to the government



Responsibility is a matter of status, duty and authority



Functional Test
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Indicators of Responsibility


Holding corporate office



Ownership



Authority in the bylaws



Hiring and firing authority



Check signing authority



The authority to sign and file
payroll returns
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Responsibility


Anyone responsible is joint and
severally liable for the tax



They each have a right of
contribution from the other
responsible parties



IRC §6103(e)(9) allows
disclosure



There is no requirement to
collect from the employer first!
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Check Signing Authority


Check signing authority alone
is not sufficient to establish
responsible person status



Mechanical or Convenience of
the owner
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Must Have Willfulness


Person was, or should have been, aware of the outstanding taxes
and either intentionally disregarded the law or was indifferent to
the consequences



Insufficient funds is not a defense



Where a responsible person finds out after the fact and continues
to pay other creditors in preference to paying the back taxes would
constitute a willful failure to pay the delinquent taxes—See Purcell
v. US and Honey v. US
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4180 Interview


IRS will seek Interviews from
owners/employees



Best to not do the interview but
submit the 4180



Reason: the questions are so
broad many people answer yes
and get dragged in
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Example


Staff Accountant at corp



Prepares 941s and the weekly payroll



Authorized by the controller



Had no signature authority



How do you answer 1.(c)?
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Example
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Letter 1153 – Proposed Assessment


Proposes the assessment, includes Form 2751 waiver,
and provides 60 days to file the protest
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Form 2751 Waiver


Form 2751 is a waiver



Allows automatic assessment



Never do this – buy the time
(except OIC)
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Strategies


Not Responsible –
Protest/DATL



Voluntary Payments – Rev.
Proc 2002‐26



Shutter the Company
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The Protest


File the FOIA



Due 60 days from date of the Letter 1153



Provide evidence if you can gather it



IRS FOIA Page: https://www.irs.gov/privacy‐
disclosure/freedom‐of‐information‐act‐foia‐guidelines
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The Protest – must include


State it is your protest and request for appeal



Have the taxpayer’s name, address and social security #



Date and Symbols from the Letter 1153



List the tax periods



Itemize the list of appeal items



Make a statement of the facts
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The Protest – must include


Discuss the law and authority you are relying upon



Make a statement that it is being filed under oath or
being filed by relying on the taxpayer’s information



Any evidence you have should be included
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Freedom of Information Act Request


Gets you the copy of the administrative files



Government can redact certain information
(whistleblower, third party contacts, etc)



Helpful to see what IRS has or does not have
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Freedom of Information Act Request
This is a request under the Freedom of Information Act.
1.

Name and Address (both Requestor and Client)

2.
Description of the Requested Records. Copies of the taxpayers’ administrative file
regarding his civil penalties under IRC § 6672 for the quarters 6/30/2015 through and including
12/31/2016.
3.

Proof of Identity

4.

Commitment to Pay Any Fees Which May Apply

5.

Compelling Need for Speedy Response.
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Evidence….?


Bank signature card (or inability to obtain it)



Cancelled checks



Witnesses



Affidavits



4180s of others



Unemployment, separation, emails, etc
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Missed Protest? DATL


DATL can reopen



Everything the same



Explain why not resp.



Provide evidence
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Another Option to Challenge


Refund



Pay for one employee for each quarter



File 843 refund request for each quarter



Bring copies to walk in center



Unknown $? Use $500 per quarter



Wait 6 months or until denied, then file litigation
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Voluntary Payments


Revenue Procedure 2002‐26



Must be voluntary from individual,
not company

.01 If additional taxes, penalty, and interest for one or more taxable periods have been assessed against a
taxpayer (or have been mutually agreed to as to the amount and liability but are unassessed) at the time the
taxpayer voluntarily tenders a partial payment that is accepted by the Service and the taxpayer provides specific
written directions as to the application of the payment, the Service will apply the payment in accordance with
those directions.
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Example


G&S owes $100,000 in payroll taxes, $50,000 in penalties
and interest



Jeff and Eric assessed for the TFRP at $65,000



Eric and Jeff each make a $25,000 voluntary payment
Case 1: through the company, company owes $100,000
Case 2: individually per 2002‐26, company owes $100,000
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Example


If G&S folds
Case 1: Jeff and Eric still owe $65,000
Case 2: Jeff and Eric now owe $15,000



Benefit to having voluntary payments from owners go
from owners to TFRP
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Direct payment to be applied
Dear REVENUE OFFICER NAME:
This office represents TAXPAYERS NAME and COMPANY NAME, Inc. Enclosed please find a
check in the amount of $499,261.57 (check # ________) payable to the U.S. Treasury.
Pursuant to Rev. Proc. 2002‐26, 2002‐15 IRB 746, 2002‐1 CB 746 and IRM 5. 1.2.3 and 26
C.F.R. 301.7701‐2(c)(2)(iv), this payment constitutes a voluntary payment and should be
applied to reduce any trust fund recovery penalty and/or trust fund portions of employment
taxes for which TAXPAYERS NAME is personally liable.
If for any reason the Internal Revenue Service intends and/or expects to apply the enclosed
payment not in accordance with this letter of direction, the U.S. Treasury is not authorized to
deposit the enclosed check and it should be returned to me.
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Shut Down the Company


Company owes the tax, interest and penalty



Dissolve company, file final return



Issue with the assets – IRC § 6321
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Raises a good question


Is this company worth saving



“I have a good little company…”



We bring expertise and clear
thinking to the table
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Enforcement Against the Company


Assuming Company cannot pay billing notices followed by
threat to levy then final notice



Company can work on a resolution



For a CNC, IA or OIC, taxpayers 433‐A will be necessary



Why?
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Owner’s 433‐A


How much company can be depends upon how much the
owner(s) need



Need will be based upon 433‐A



IRS will want to zero owners excess income in favor of an
IA from company



We want to come close to zeroing company in favor of
the owner (for TFRP)
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Owner’s 433‐A


Assume owner’s wages are $60,000 and dividends from S
Corp are $50,000 (corp net income)



If owner’s 433‐A shows he needs $80,000 for allowable
expenses



IRS can argue to set up $50,000 IA from profit
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Owner’s 433‐A


Need 433‐A to set up an IA for company of $30,000



May want to shift so $90,000 to owner



Company pays $20,000/yr in an IA



Owner pays $10,000/yr in IA (straight to TFRP)
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If nothing is done


Levies



Notice of Federal Tax Lien



TFRP assessments



Injunctions



Criminal Prosecution
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Levies


The seizing of one’s property – bank accounts,
receivables, physical seizure and sale



Regular levy



Continuing levy
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Tax Lien


Automatic – silent lien under IRC § 6321



Notice of Federal Tax Lien is > $10,000



To protect IRS’s interest against other creditors
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Disqualified Employment Tax Levy
•

Authorized for years but not used

•

If TP has had a CDP hearing for payroll taxes within last 2
years, instant levy

•

CDP Notice sent but no 45 day wait

•

Collection being urged to expand its use of DETL
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Increased Use of Injunctions
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Criminal Payroll Tax Prosecutions


IRS can use 7201, 7202 or
both



Fiduciary portion is similar to
6672
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Criminal Prosecution


Criminal Cases (§7202) v. Civil Trust Fund Cases (§6672)


Recidivism



Personal benefit reaped by the owner/operator/responsible party



Toys



Claiming benefits on personal returns

• Opening a series of companies that fail to pay

• Planes, boats, exotic autos
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Criminal Prosecution
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And of course, you can’t fix stupid….
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Or this kind of stupid…


Maria: Eric, we would like to talk with your client’s restaurant. The one with
all the undocumented workers.



Eric: How do you know he has undocumented workers?



Maria: Want to see the pictures of them?



{Client plead guilty to evasion and sentenced in 2018}
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Case Studies
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Case Study 1


Joe is a manager for Global Construction



Revenue officer never connected with him



He received the proposed assessment for the Trust Fund
assessment for more than $200,000



Wants to fight
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Case Study 1


Joe insist he had nothing to do with the finances



He had signature over one of the 4 accounts which was
used to purchase materials (Joe managed job sites)



He had no knowledge of the payroll problems



As evidence, he insist that when asked about bonuses or
raises he would need to call Carol D in finance, and points
us to her as a witness
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Case Study 1 ‐ Steps


Get retained



Obtain a 2848



File the FOIA request



Draft the protest



Contact Carol D, affidavit



Have Joe contact the bank
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Next steps


Calendar the protest date (14, 7, due date)



The 2848 should cover income tax and civil penalties under 6672 for all
quarters listed on the 2751



If Carol D backs up Joe’s story, see if she will sign an affidavit and get
one done. If no affidavit see if she will confirm in an email



Want the bank to confirm Joe has no access to the other three accounts



See sample documents
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Samples
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Samples
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Samples
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Case Study 2


Same as Case Study #1



Except Joe arrives now with a final notice of intent to levy



He claims he never received the proposed assessment



Everything is the same except we now need to reopen
the assessment



DATL
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Case Study #2 – The DATL
Exactly the same as the protest in Case Study #1

Here we use Form 656-L

We can file it through the CDP Request (so we need to do a Form 12153) or just file
it straight with collections

Advantage of the CDP is the US Tax Court Rights if denied
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Case Study #2 ‐ DATL
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Case Study #3 – The Shutdown


Company is behind in payroll taxes



Has not filed a 1040 since 2016



Has a job offer and wants to take his work truck and tools
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The steps


Get retained



Obtain a 2848



Prepare the 433‐B



Get values for the truck and tools



Prepare the Form 14135
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Form 433‐B
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IRS Form 14135


Need to get the assets out from under the lien



IRC § 6321



Buying out the IRS’s equity – The IRS will receive an
amount equal to its interest



Truck ($8,500) and Hand Tools ($500), so $9,000 x 80%
quicksale value (like an OIC) = $7,200
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IRS Form 14135
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Case Study #4


Same as Case Study #3, but the company is a good
company – worth saving



Has let many employees go and is restructuring to make
it more profitable



Wants an IA
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Case Study #4 ‐ Steps


Get retained



Obtain a 2848



Sign 2751s so can be assessed – we want to resolve the
personal assessment at the same time



Prepare 433‐B for the business and 433‐A for Michael



Submit to the RO for proposed IA
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Case Study #4 ‐ Steps


Michael has $30,000 in a personal investment account



Draft letter to submit net proceeds and designate to the
Trust Fund liability for him personally
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Samples
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Complete 4‐Hour Workshop: Tax Liens & Tax Levies
$199
https://taxrepllc.com/tax‐liens‐tax‐levies‐
workshop‐20210928/
Register, email us at hello@taxrepllc.com
and get a FREE Tax Rep T‐Shirt
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Live Training: 12/13 and 12/14


Two‐Day IRS Rep Summit with Roger Nemeth (Tax Help
Software) and Eric Green (Tax Rep Network)



12/13 & 12/14



16 CE/CPE credits



Suncoast Hotel & Casino, Las Vegas, NV



$595 Early Bird, $695 Regular



$195 for Tax Rep Members



100 Seats, so grab yours today!



https://taxrepllc.com/program‐20211213‐vegas‐
conference/
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Inside Tax Rep
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Inside Tax Rep
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Tax Rep
Tax Rep Network: www.TaxRepLLC.com and use TAXREPNOW


Get this program for free



Save $100 a month for three months while you build your practice



Save $400 on Vegas conference



Get NE IRS Rep Conference for Free



Get the three Accountant’s Guides for Free



Get free consults and training



Get access to our marketing
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Resources
Resources:
Tax Rep Network: www.TaxRepLLC.com and use
TAXREPNOW
Tax Help Software: https://www.taxhelpsoftware.com/
~ 14 day free trial: TAXREPTRIAL
~ 10% discount: TAXREP10
Call Enq: https://callenq.com/trn/
~ (200 min for $19.97)
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Questions?
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